Meeting notes for ebMS TC call, 28th November 2012

Attendees:
Theo Kramer
Makesh Rao
Jacques Durand
Sander Fieten
Pim Van Der Eijk
Dale Moberg
Timothy Bennett
Rong Xing
Murugesan

Makesh gave an update on what he plans to present at the OAGi plenary. It was meant to be the update on AS4 work that has happened since last year when we did the interop demo.

Pim provided an update on the European Federation Transmission System Operators. Mainly Gas transmissions. There are couple of thousand distribution service operators. They are defining a network code that controls the data exchange protocols. AS4 is being considered and is considered as the top contender. IT will mainly be push type of operations.

Theo provided an update on his trip to Australia to meet with the Superannuation project team. 

Timothy also provided an update on interoperability. Drummond group is working on creating test cases so there is coverage of the AS4 profiles. There will be some tests that are specific for Superstream project. There are some bootcamp trainings that are being organized in Australia for AS4 by IQGroup. Links would be posted to the ebxml mailing list. He also mentioned that Pull will be central for the project.

Rong and Murugesan joined us for the first time and had a few queries. Rong asked about the specific features that are specific to Superstream. Timothy replied that they are considering SAML for authentication and there is a need for store&forward for multi hop scenarios.

Dale wanted to know why OAuth is not considered as an option and it was decided to get Michael from the Superstream project to attend one of the TC meetings to have a discussion on authentication schemes.

There was also a question to check if it is necessary to have backward compatibility between ebMS 2.0 & 3.0. The TC commented that it was not the intent when 3.0 was being developed but it could be done.

It was also decided to work with the TC admin to time the ballot to be sometime in Jan so that we get a good participation. The TC could make the motion to have a ballot opened in the next meeting though.
